Oligohydramnios compromises lung cells size and interferes with epithelialendothelial development
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Abstract

Background and Objective

Severe oligohydramnios can induce pulmonary hypoplasia. However, the mechanisms by
which leaking of fluids cause lung hypoplasia are not well defined. The objective of this
study was to characterize a mouse model of pulmonary hypoplasia induced by
oligohydramnios.

Methods

Amniotic sacs were punctured on E14.5 of gestation. Untouched fetuses were used as
control. Pregnancy was allowed to continue until E18.5 in which lung tissue was collected
and evaluated for morphometry, proliferation, differentiation, apoptosis and angiogenesis.

Results

Our results found that lung weight, lung to total body weight ratio, and lung water content
were reduced in oligohydramnios when compared to controls. In contrast, oligohydramnios
did not affect the DNA content. Morphometric studies confirmed that oligohydramnios
fetuses had smaller air spaces than control. Interestingly, cells from oligohydramnios fetuses
have smaller size and less regular shapes. Oligohydramnios decreased the differentiation of
type I epithelial cells and compromised apoptosis and angiogenesis while proliferation was
not affected.

Conclusions

Although the smaller size of the lung could be explained by a decreased of lung fluids, our
data suggest that increased of external compression secondary to severe oligohydramnios
can compromise cell size and interfere with epithelial and endothelial development. Type I
epithelial cells could have an unrecognized key role in the differentiation of the distal lung
mediated by mechanical signals.

Introduction

The importance of mechanical forces in fetal lung development is well established

1,2

. The

fetal lung actively secretes fluid into the tissue lumen creating a constant transpulmonary
pressure in the potential airway and airspaces of around 2.5 mmHg 3. Studies in fetal sheep
have shown that tracheal ligation, which increases lung distension, caused acceleration of
lung development, whereas chronic drainage of tracheal fluid, which inhibits lung distension,
retarded lung growth and development 4. These investigations clearly demonstrate that fetal
lung liquid is a major determinant of the development of the lung 3.

In humans, oligohydramnios secondary to prolonged rupture of membranes can cause
maternal, fetal, and neonatal complications, including chorioamnionitis, pulmonary
hypoplasia, restriction deformities, fetal loss, and complications of extreme prematurity
among surviving infants 5. Experimentally, it has been demonstrated that oligohydramnios
compromises fetal lung development in several animal models6-8. The likely mechanism is a
reduction in the distention of the lung secondary to a decrease of the volume of fluid in the
potential airways and air spaces8,9. However, the molecular and cellular mechanisms by
which a decrease of lung distension compromises lung development are not well
understood.

Previous rodent models have addressed the effect of oligohydramnios on lung growth and
maturation10 and expression levels of ROCK2

11

. However, the full characterization of a

mouse model of pulmonary hypoplasia secondary to severe oligohydramnios is missing and
this was the objective of these investigations. The main findings of our study are that
pulmonary hypoplasiasecondary to oligohydramnios is associated with a decrease in cell
size, a change in cell shape, and a compromise in type I cell differentiation. In addition,
oligohydramnios affects angiogenesis and apoptosis without altering cell proliferation.
These findings suggest that type I epithelial cells could have an unrecognized key role in the
development of the distal lung epithelium mediated by mechanical signals.

Materials and Methods

Animal experiments to induce oligohydramnios

All surgical procedures were approved by the Lifespan Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee (IACUC) of Rhode Island. To induce pulmonary hypoplasia by severe
oligohydramnios, we followed a previously described model
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. Briefly, timed-pregnant

Swiss Webster (SW) mice at E14.5 of gestation underwent median laparotomy under general
anesthesia with isoflurane. Amniotic sacs from one uterine horn were punctured using a
sterile 221/2-gauge needle. The perforation resulted in a rapid and abundant leakage of
amniotic fluid. Fetuses in corresponding positions in the opposite horn served as controls
(UnT). Fetuses were delivered by cesarean section 4 days after surgery (at E18.5). Lungs
were collected (right superior lobe) and either fixed overnight in formalin 10% and
subsequently embedded in paraffin or immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen (rest of the lung)
and store at -800C for further analysis.

Lung morphometry

Digital images of the H&E stained sections of the lung were captured at 40X magnification
using a Zeiss-Axio Imager upright microscope and an AxioCam MRc digital camera.

The

image processing and analysis was conducted using ImageJ (v 1.5g) (NIH, Bethesda, MD).
To assess the size of the spaces within the lung tissue, a total of 54 images were analyzed.
These included OH (n= 30 images from 10 fetuses) and UnT (n= 24 images from 9 fetuses).
A Guassian Blur Filter (Sigma radius =4) was applied to the green channel of the images
(Figure 2B and 2C). The spaces were then isolated using a multilevel thresholding procedure
12

. The area and perimeter for the spaces were analyzed
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.

To analyze the size and

morphological features of the fetal pulmonary cells, spaces (isolated as described above)
were subtracted

from the 40X images and the remaining tissue was segmented into

theoretical cell areas (virtual cells or v-cells) as described 14-16. Briefly, nuclei were localized
based on the optical density of hematoxylin after color deconvolution of the H&E images
Nuclei were then converted into nuclear “seeds” using greyscale reconstruction
watershed transform
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and a

was then applied to segment the tissues into areas of influence

exclusive to each nuclear seed (Figure 3A). Morphologic properties of the v-cells were
assessed, mainly the v-cell perimeter, area, Feret's diameter, roundness, circularity and
sphericity 13. Images were analyzed from two independent experiments. The total number of
v-cells analyzed was (n=2683 for OH and n=1828 for UnT).

Statistical analysis

Statistical parameters were calculated using GraphPad Prism and Microsoft Excel. Statistical
significance was determined by unpaired t tests (P < 0.05 was considered statistically
significant).

For additional information on Animal surgery, Lung wet weight/dry weight ratio (W/D), DNA
quantification, Antibodies used in these studies, Immunohistochemistry, Flow Cytometry,
Western blot, Real Time PCR, and TUNEL assay experiments please see on line supplemental
material.

Results

Oligohydramnios compromises the growth of the fetal lung without altering the DNA content.

First, we assessed the effect of OH on the weight of the fetal lungs and how it relates to the
overall body weight in comparison to the untouched (UnT) controls. Fetuses and lungs were
weighed and lung tissues were extracted at E18.5. We found that the total body weight was
significantly reduced in OH (1063mg ± 21.56) mice when compared to UnT controls (1199mg
± 20.60). The lung weight was also significantly reduced in OH (24.95mg ± 0.7353) when
compared to UnT (31.78mg ± 0.943), resulting in a significantly lower lung to total body
weight ratio (Figure 1A).

Moreover, lung water was significantly reduced in

oligohydramnios fetuses when compared to controls (6.63mg ± 0.43 versus 8.13mg ± 1.12)
(Figure 1B). In contrast, the total amount of DNA did not differ between oligohydramnios
and control fetuses (47mg ± 33.5 versus 47.3mg ± 19.2) (Figure 1C). These results
demonstrate that OH compromises the growth/development of the fetal lung by decreasing
the lung water content without affecting the amount of DNA.

Oligohydramnios reduces the distal air space

To further investigate whether OH induces pulmonary hypoplasia, H&E lung sections from
OH and UnT controls were analyzed. Our data showed histological differences between OH
and UnT. In particular, the distal air space was clearly affected (Figure 2A and 2B). To
quantify these differences, digital images were obtained and the space sizes from OH and
UnT samples were analyzed. Figure 2C shows the binary images of the histological sections
shown in Figure 2B. These images were used to determine various descriptors of the space
size. Two parameters of size, cells area and perimeter, were significantly reduced in OH
when compared to UnT controls. The average cell area for OH was 6546 pixels ± 338
compared to 24668 pixels ± 2156 in UnT. The average cell perimeter for OH was 500 pixels ±
13.66 and 787.4 pixels ± 34.47 for UnT (Figure 2D).

Oligohydramnios compromises cell size and shape

To further assess histological differences between OH and UnT, cellular morphology
parameters were investigated; specifically cell size and shape. H&E images were analyzed
by segmenting the tissue area automatically into v-cells based on the nuclear density and
using a watershed transform (Figure 3A). Our results showed a significant difference in the
cell size between OH and UnT, where cells in OH were smaller than UnT. This was
determined by cell area (640.5 pixels ± 9.48 vs. 818.5 pixels ± 14.18), perimeter (106.7 pixels
± 0.79 vs. 120.2 pixels ± 1.09), and Feret diameter (largest axis length) (37.78 pixels ± 0.27
vs. 42.09 pixels ± 0.36) (Figure 3B). When the shape of the cells was analyzed, cells in OH
were marginally, but significantly less regular than those in UnT, as they displayed

significantly lower values of sphercity (0.42 ± 0.002 vs. 0.44 ± 0.003), circularity (0.62 ± 0.002
vs. 0.63 ± 0.003) and roundness (0.50 ± 0.002 vs. 0.52 ± 0.003) (Figure 3C).

Oligohydramnios affects the differentiation of Type I but not Type II cells

We next investigated the impact of severe OH on the differentiation of the distal type I and
type II epithelial cells. The expression of T1-α, a marker for alveolar type I cells, was
assessed at the protein and mRNA levels. Our Western blot data show that T1-α is
significantly reduced in fetuses with OH (218.9 ± 11.77) when compared to UnT controls
(248.8 ± 2.48) (Figure 4A). Furthermore, the percentage of cells expressing T1-α, as analyzed
by flow cytometry, was also significantly reduced (34.20% ± 0.0 vs 18.03% ± 4.288) (Figure
4B). Immunohistochemistry studies confirmed that the number of type I cells is reduced in
OH lung tissue when compared to UnT (Figure 4C). The reduction in T1-α was also observed
at the mRNA level (1.07 ± 0.04 vs 0.42 ± 0.06) (Figure 4D).

These findings clearly

demonstrate that OH affects the differentiation of Type I cells.

After that, we studied the effect of OH on differentiation of alveolar type II epithelial cells,
using SP-C as a marker. Our results demonstrate that OH did not affect SP-C protein levels
(216.6 ± 11.95 vs. 221.8 ± 8.26) (Figure 5A). Furthermore, the percentage of the cells
expressing SP-C was not altered by OH when analyzed by flow cytometry (data not shown).
This was further confirmed by immunohistochemistry, where no differences in the number
of cells expressing SP-C were shown between OH and UnT fetal lung tissue (Figure 5B).
Similar results were observed at the mRNA level (1.28 ± 0.18 vs 0.99 ± 0.26) (Figure 5C).
Altogether, these findings show that OH interferes with the differentiation of alveolar type I
epithelial cells without affecting alveolar type II cell differentiation.

Oligohydramnios does not affect proliferation but decreases apoptosis

Next, we studied whether induction of pulmonary hypoplasia in our model affects
proliferation and apoptosis. We found that the expression of Proliferating Cell Nuclear
Antigen (PCNA) was not affected by OH by Western blot (217 ± 4.9 vs. 199 ± 9.6) (Figure 6A)
or by flow cytometry (74.98 ± 11.1 vs. 65.27 ± 9.6) (Figure 6B). In contrast, when apoptosis
was assessed by Caspase 3 abundance, there was a remarkable decrease in the percentage
of cells expressing this protease in OH when compared to UnT, indicating a decrease in the
overall number of apoptotic cells (Figure 6C). This was further confirmed using a TUNEL
assay; where there were a significantly lower number of apoptotic cells in OH when
compared to UnT (Figure 6D).

Oligohydramnios compromises angiogenesis

We have shown that Oligohydramnios causes pulmonary hypoplasia and compromises the
development of distal lung. To further investigate whether angiogenesis was affected, the
expression level of endomucin, an endothelial marker, was analyzed. Our data show that
protein level of endomucin in the lung tissue of OH samples was decreased when compared
to Unt controls (217.2 ± 14.5 vs 168.9 ± 11) (Figure 7A). Moreover, immunohistochemistry
studies in OH showed a decrease of the number of cells expressing endomucin. In fact, OH
has fewer subepithelial cells positive for endomucin and fewer intercapillary connections
than UnT. Furthermore, double layers in capillaries were only present in UnT samples
(Figure 7B). All these findings suggest a defect in angiogenesis in OH.

Discussion

Pulmonary hypoplasia secondary to oligohydramnios can cause significant morbidity and
mortality to the neonatal population 5. The management of this condition is primarily
supportive with no current treatment available to stimulate the development of the lung. In
order to test specific therapies, an important prior step is to develop animal models of
pulmonary hypoplasia that mimic human conditions. In the present study, we fully
characterized a mouse model of pulmonary hypoplasia induced by oligohydramnios at the
histological, cellular, and molecular levels.

The main findings of our study are that

pulmonary hypoplasia secondary to oligohydramnios decrease cell size, alter cell shape and
compromise type I cell differentiation. In addition, oligohydramnios affects angiogenesis and
apoptosis without altering cell proliferation. Some of these findings mimic the phenotype of
mice lacking T1α,20,21 suggesting that type I epithelial cells could have an unrecognized key
role in the development of the distal lung epithelium mediated by mechanical signals.

The present investigations show that severe oligohydramnios retards the growth of fetal
body and lungs, but the effect is greater on the lungs, as shown by the lower lung weight-tobody weight ratio in the fetuses subjected to oligohydramnios. Our results are in agreement
with previous studies observing similar findings

7,10

.

In addition, the induction of OH

significantly reduced lung water content and compromised the size of the distal air spaces.
This was demonstrated by a decrease of wet/dry weight ratio and reduction in the area and
perimeter of spaces in OH animals when compared to UnT controls. Accordingly, the
decrease of lung weight, not explained by any reduction in proliferation, change on DNA
content or increased apoptosis, could be interpreted as a decrease of distension of the fetal
lung secondary to smaller volume of fluid in the potential airways and air spaces 8.
Therefore, oligohydramnios causes a decrease in lung distension that retards lung
development without altering cell proliferation.

Our data also show that v-cells segmented from histological images of fetal lung tissues
display significantly smaller sizes in OH when compared to UnT. This was confirmed using
multiple parameters that estimate cell size. In addition, we also observed that v-cells in OH
are less regular in shape than UnT, as determined by various measurements of cell
morphology. These irregularities of cell morphology are considered a sign of cellular
response to stress

22

. In this case, the stress could be related to an increase of external

compression secondary to smaller volume of fluid in the lung. This factor could comprise the
wellbeing of these cells. Reports of changes in the morphology of fetal cells due to prenatal
stress have been reported in microglia 23,24. Here, we report for the first time that changes in
the morphology of prenatal pulmonary cells occur as a result of OH. One limitation of these
studies is the inability to specify the celltype we are analyzing. In fetal tissues, as many cells
are actively dividing, the nuclei have similar intensity and therefore difficult to distinguish
from one another unless specific markers are used. However, and for the same reasons, all the
cells were captured by the thresholding method based on the nuclear intensity.

Our investigations also identified a significantly lower percentage of fetal lung cells
expressed T1-α in the OH lungs when compared to controls, as previously described 10.
T1alpha, a lung type I cell differentiation gene, is developmentally regulated and expressed
only in type I cells. Type I cells cover a large surface areain the developed lung

25

, and are

important in many of the lung functions such as gas exchange 26, fluid balance in the alveolus
27

, and innate immunity

28,29

. Studies from T1α knockout mice indicate that alveolar type I

cells may be also critical for normal lung development20,30 since T1α knockout mice died at
birth of respiratory failure and histologic analysis show underdeveloped lungs20.

The typical flat morphology of type I cells begin to appear in the late canalicular period and
increase in number during the saccular and alveolar stages of lung development 31. Previous

investigations believed that type I cells are derived from type II cells32,33. However, recent
studies using specific markers for type I (T1α) and type II cells (SP-C) have clearly shown
the presence in the distal lung of alveolar progenitor cells containing both phenotypes, before
they became differentiated type I or type II cells34. Therefore, these studies demonstrate that
during fetal lung development, alveolar type I and type II epithelial cells are derived from a
bipotent progenitor cell34. Hooper’s group found that the phenotypes of type-I and type-II
alveolar epithelial cells are strongly influenced by the basal degree of lung expansion. They
observed a rise in the number of type I cells after increase of fluids induced by tracheal
occlusion, and the opposite was found when fluids were drained from the lung 35. Therefore,
our data are consistent with these investigations, demonstrating a decrease in the number of
type I cells after lung drainage induced by OH. Another important point derived from these
studies, and not previously fully recognized, is the potential key role of type I epithelial cells
in the differentiation of the distal lung epithelium mediated by mechanical signals. This is
supported by studies in acceleration of lung development models, such as tracheal occlusion,
where type I phenotype is stimulated. In addition, T1-alpha knockout mice show alveolar
underdevelopment. We speculate that fluids distension may be critical to determine the
phenotype of bipotent progenitor cells and the lack of distention may alter the ability for
bipotent cells to differentiate into type I cells and compromise cell signaling in the distal
epithelium, critical for normal lung development. However, this hypothesis needs to be
tested experimentally.

In contrast, OH did not affect the number of cells expressing the type II cell marker SP-C, at
the protein or at the transcription levels. Our results are consistent with previous studies
showing no changes in Type II cell differentiation after OH

10

. Similar results were also

found in the T1-aplha knockout mice 20. Type II epithelial cells are capable of differentiating
into type I cells upon lung injury after birth 36,37. However, this compensatory effect does not

occur prenatally, and the population of type I cells are derived only from bipotent progenitor
cells

34,38

. Therefore, it was not a surprise to find that in OH, there was not an increase of

type II cells to compensate for type I deficiency.

Our studies showed no differences in proliferation or DNA content between OH and control
lungs. Given that OH affects lung growth one can intuitively think that proliferation would
be decreased in this model. However, as we discussed before, the effect of OH in lung size is
mostly due to decrease of fluids inside the lung. Moreover, in acceleration of lung
development by tracheal occlusion there is an increase of cell proliferation39; therefore, it is
not a surprise that in the opposite model proliferation is not increased.

We found that apoptosis is decreased in OH lung tissue in comparison to UnT. These results
are consistent with previous studies from our laboratory demonstrating that mechanical
signals increase apoptosis and promote distal lung remodeling by thinning the mesenchyme
and bringing epithelium and endothelium into apposition40. Therefore, the decrease of
mechanical signals by less lung distension could affect apoptosis in the opposite direction.
However, this sentence remains speculative given that apoptosis was not investigated in a
cell-specific manner.

Our studies demonstrate that angiogenesis is compromised in the OH model of pulmonary
hypoplasia. The marked reduction in the size of the distal air spaces is associated with a
significant decrease in the expression of endomucin, an endothelial marker. This correlates
perfectly with the defect in blood vessel expansion. Furthermore, there was a failure of
capillary formation within OH lung tissue when compared to controls. All these factors lead
us to conclude that in this surgically induced OH model, a defect in blood vessel growth
plays an important role in the development of pulmonary hypoplasia. Given that epithelial-

endothelial crosstalk is critical for distal lung development and that type II epithelial cells are
not affected; we speculate that type I epithelial cells could have also an important role in
angiogenesis via epithelial-endothelial signaling. In fact, recent studies have demonstrated
that type I epithelial cells are a source of VEGFA and their normal development is required
for alveolar angiogenesis41.

In summary, here we have fully characterized a murine model of pulmonary hypoplasia
induced by severe oligohydramnios. We found that OH decreases cell size, alters cell shape,
and compromises type I cell differentiation. In addition, oligohydramnios affects
angiogenesis and apoptosis without altering cell proliferation. Therefore, this model would
be important to investigate the role of type I epithelial cells in distal lung development and
potential rescue therapies for pulmonary hypoplasia.
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